
Complete Relationship Report

For Gigi Hadid and Zayn Malik

Quick-Start Guide

Your Love-Stars Complete Relationship Report is a comprehensive analysis of the significant
linkages and clashes between your two birth charts based on the scientifically-proven principles
of six-dimensional* science-based Magi Astrology.  More  There’s a lot of information in your
Complete Relationship Report to digest. Please take the time read it all! You won’t have a
complete or balanced view of your relationship unless you do.

Your report is divided into general Relationship Potential categories. Each Relationship
Potential section is further divided into sub-categories with detailed information about each.

Totals for each type of relationship Linkage and Clash, and important specific
Linkages and Clashes for this relationship, are shown in ivory boxes.

Your scores for each Relationship Potential category are shown at the end of each section.

Want to cut to the chase? Get all the bottom lines on the Summary and Likely Outcome
Scenarios pages.

Please don’t feel that you understand this relationship unless you read your entire
report.

Use these quick links if your pdf viewer supports live links:

Love Potential Longevity Potential Likely Scenarios

Sexual Potential Attachment + Balance of Power Recommendations

Compatibility Potential Financial Success Potential Astro-Data

Loyalty-Trust-Benevolence Heartbreak Potential Scenario Metrics

Consistency Potential Summary
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It’s easy for almost any relationship to seem good in the very beginning – attraction is at its maximum
and problems aren’t yet visible. This comprehensive report allows you to see in detail what is likely to
develop over time.

There are no perfect people and no perfect relationships. Since the stars are a mirror of life, there are
no perfect relationship reports, either. You WILL find some issues and clashes. Issues and clashes are
no one’s fault – they are just the natural result of combining the unique energies found in two people’s
birth charts. Since perfect doesn’t exist, what we hope to find is good (or better) relationship potential.
Your report is not designed to be optimistic or pessimistic, only realistic. You can only make good
decisions based on facts, so this report will give you the facts that you need to assess this relationship
clearly.

As you read the analyses of important linkages and clashes, realize that each linkage and clash must be
viewed as just one component of a multi-faceted relationship. No one linkage or clash is in itself a final
pronouncement on the relationship. Avoid either a too-optimistic or too-pessimistic view – don’t get
attached to any one linkage or clash and ignore the rest. Linkages and clashes DO NOT cancel each
other out, each linkage and clash will play out in the relationship given enough time.

ALL relationships have strengths and weaknesses. The keys to understanding a relationship are:

What are the odds? What is the likely outcome of the relationship?

What is the overall balance of good vs. bad?

How good is the good stuff? Enough to build a life upon?

How bad is the bad stuff? Any serious deal-breakers in general or for you in particular?

Is the bad stuff something you can control or is it in the other person’s control?

If you can control most of the likely problems – great! Self-mastery is all about making constructive
choices and not sabotaging yourself or your relationship. If the other person is in control, the best you
can hope to do is educate the other person and that they will learn over time. Do not try to control
anyone – it never works and will drive you both crazy.

The relative strength or weakness of your relationship report will NOT change your character or
the other person’s character. People will still behave according to their nature. A relationship with
great potentials will help both of you be your best; a relationship with a poor outlook can bring out the
worst in each of you. If everyone has a behavioral dial and can display a range of possible behaviors,
the quality of your relationship can turn the dial for each of you more toward the good or more toward
the problematic. More about Understanding Your Partner

I believe in love and I believe in miracles! Your scores for this relationship reflect likelihoods, not
destinies. There is no absolute “written in stone” destiny for any person or relationship. This is a free-will
Universe – every person in a situation has the free will to make choices which influence the outcome.
What the proven principles of Magi Astrology can do very clearly however is indicate the ODDS of
success versus failure. Also, your potential outcomes don’t always happen overnight - your relationship
may go on for months or even years before some or all of the potential outcomes manifest.

Some of the numbers you will see for your relationship are actual numbers of linkages or clashes,
others are scores based on complex formulas. Average and high numbers for each key factor (based
upon numbers for people who are interested enough in each other to ask about the relationship) are
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listed for comparison purposes. High numbers shown are numbers which are high enough to be
significantly out of the ordinary. Be sure to compare your totals to these average and high numbers to
know where this relationship fits in to the broad spectrum of relationships in each category.

   Love Potentials

Love can come in many flavors, but most people are looking for true and lasting love. One of the great
strengths of Magi Astrology is our ability to forecast the likelihood of true love between people. In the
beginning, a relationship can feel like true love even if it is not. Some of the factors which can create an
illusion of true love are Infatuation Linkages, Romantic Geometries and Romance Linkages,
Captivations, and/or powerful Sexual Linkages. What our research has proven is that true love is
actually revealed by Soulmate Geometry, Soulmate Linkages and Cinderella Linkages.

Soulmate Potential is an important part of love. Soulmate Potential reflects how truly you feel
“answered” or “completed” by the other person – how completely you are able to experience and
express all of yourself within your relationship. It is possible to love and be happy with someone who is
only an average Soulmate fit for you if enough other potentials are very good and you have enough
space and freedom in your relationship for outside experiences and self-expression. There are many
people with whom you form multiple Soulmate Geometries and Linkages. Therefore, you have
many potential soulmates out there, not just one. High Soulmate Potential, though wonderful, is no
guarantee of “happily ever after.” There are many potentials – both positive and negative – which
influence whether or not a relationship will be a happy one.

The "hearts and flowers," poetic element of love is contributed by Romantic Geometry and Romance
Linkages. Romance is different than true love or sexual attraction and can exist independently of either.
Some couples have lots of romance but are not truly in love, though it may take some time to realize
this. Other couples have lasting true love without their relationship being at all romantic. Romantic
Geometry and Romance Linkages can be the icing on the cake, but won't create true love where none
exists – even if it can seem like true love for a while. Some people need and want lots of romance, for
others it is not as important. A down side of strong romantic potential is that it can blind you to the
shortcomings of the relationship.

Soulmate Geometries 4

Soulmate Geometries always include Chiron – the arrow that points to your Soulmate. Multiple
Soulmate Geometries are the strongest possible indicator of both true love potential and the potential for
a lasting relationship!. Soulmate Geometries always include Chiron - the arrow that points to your
Soulmate. Average number of Soulmate Geometries: 2 High number of Soulmate Geometries: 4+.

Total Soulmate Linkages 4

Gigi is the Hopeful person in 1

Zayn is the Hopeful person in 3
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Soulmate Linkages (AKA Romantic Super-Linkages) between two charts are additional signs of true
love potential. Soulmate Linkages always include Chiron. As with Soulmate Geometries, couples who
form multiple romantic super-linkages are inclined to marry - the more romantic super-linkages, the
greater the chance of marriage. Soulmate Linkages are the second most important indicator of true love
potential, but are not as strong an indicator of the likelihood of a serious relationship as Soulmate
Geometries. Average total number of Soulmate Linkages: 3. High total number of Soulmate Linkages:
5+.

In Soulmate Linkages it is highly significant which person is the Hopeful person. The Hopeful person is
the person who sees the other person as a potential soulmate. The more linkages in which you are the
Hopeful person, the more you see the other person as a potential soulmate. If only one person is the
Hopeful person in all Soulmate Linkages, the other person is unlikely to see the Hopeful person as a
potential soulmate. Even if such a couple goes on to marry, the person who is not the Hopeful person in
any Soulmate Linkages may have lasting doubts about the marriage. If there are no Soulmate Linkages
at all, the couple is highly unlikely to marry, and if they do one or both will likely have ongoing suspicions
that they made a mistake and truly don’t belong together. Average number for being the Hopeful person:
1-2.  High number for being the Hopeful person: 3+.

Famous Couples with Soulmate Linkages

Cinderella Linkages 5

All Cinderella Linkages include Chiron. Cinderella Linkages are another indicator of true love potential
but less powerful than Soulmate Linkages. Average number of Cinderella Linkages: 3. High number of
Cinderella Linkages: 6+.

Important Cinderella Linkages for Gigi and Zayn:

Kindred Spirits Linkages 1

The Kindred Spirits Linkage is an excellent indicator of both compatibility and true love potential.  It
creates a high level of trust, and there may be the feeling of having known each other previously. One or
both of you may see each other as a perfect mate, even if there is evidence to the contrary, so you
should be especially careful to pay attention to all aspects of the relationship to reach a balanced
viewpoint. Average number of Kindred Spirits Linkages: 0-1. High number of Kindred Spirits Linkages:
2+.

Lifetime Linkages 3

The Lifetime Linkage is one of the most romantic linkages of all, and is one of the three most commonly
found in married couples. The Lifetime Linkage adds longevity to a relationship and can create a desire
to be together forever. It also helps a couple feel secure together. It is an excellent indicator of true love
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potential. Average number of Lifetime Linkages: 0. High number of Lifetime Linkages: 2+.

More Love Linkages and Clashes for Gigi and Zayn:

Romance Linkages 8

Romance Linkages include romantic planets like Venus, Neptune and Chiron. Romance Linkages are
another indicator of romantic potential but less powerful than Romantic Geometry. Average number of
Romance Linkages: 4. High number of Romance Linkages: 7+.

Infatuation Linkages 5

Infatuation Linkages include changeable Juno. Infatuation Linkages can create intense desire and the
illusion of love for a time but actually reduce the likelihood that a couple will marry. Average number of
Infatuation Linkages: 2-3. High number of Infatuation Linkages: 6+.

Soulmate Clashes 0

Soulmate Clashes include many types of Chiron clashes. Soulmate Clashes, especially multiple
Soulmate Clashes, can be a big indicator that the relationship won’t work out, even though it probably
starts out seeming like “this is IT.” This is very misleading as the “this is IT” feeling is likely to disappear
abruptly UNLESS the couple also has Soulmate Linkages. Soulmate Clashes then become very
destabilizing and indicate problems with trust, commitment and believing you belong together. Average
number of Soulmate Clashes: 0 or 1. High number of Soulmate Clashes: 2+.
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   Your Love Potentials

  WEAKEST STRONGEST  

 True Love

 Romance

 Infatuation

 Soulmate Potential for Gigi

 Soulmate Potential for Zayn

2 4 6 8 10

Love Potential scores are derived from complex formulas and are scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being
best or strongest.
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   Sexual Potentials

Sexual Geometries, Linkages, and Clashes are formed primarily between the sexual planets Venus,
Mars, Pluto and Juno. Sexual Linkages and Clashes vary widely in their flavor, effects and duration.
Some Sexual Linkages last forever, some burn out inevitably, some last forever UNLESS a couple
marries, in which case they disappear overnight.

When sexual attraction is especially high, people are often convinced they are in love, even if they are
not. Sexual Linkages indicate sexual potential together, but will not guarantee sexual interest unless
both of you are also each other’s physical “type,” or close enough to it.

The hottest Sexual Linkages really are a double-edged sword. They are the most exciting while they
last, but when they're gone, they're gone, and unless you have forever Sexual Linkages you can be left
with no sexual attraction at all.

Sexual Geometries 1

Sexual Geometries are multi-planet sexual configurations which indicate the very most powerful level of
sexual attraction.

Average number of Sexual Geometries: 1. High number of Sexual Geometries: 3+.

Forever Sexual Linkages 2

Average number of Forever Sexual Linkages: 1-2. High number of Forever Sexual Linkages: 3+.

"Only Before Marriage" Sexual Linkages 3

Average number of “Only Before Marriage”   Sexual Linkages: 0 -1. High number of “Only Before
Marriage” Sexual Linkages: 2+.

“Only Before Marriage” Sexual Linkages are the most commonly-found sexual linkages in extramarital
affairs.

Sexual Clashes 1

Average number of Sexual Clashes: 0. High number of Sexual Clashes: 2+.

Having two Sexual Clashes is actually positive – they form a Super-Sexual Linkage. So, even numbers
of Sexual Clashes are powerful and positive. A single Sexual Clash (indicated by one, or by an odd
number of Sexual Clashes) can eventually lead to some degree of sexual disappointment, but of course
this will also depend on the quantity and quality of other Sexual Linkages.
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Important Sexual Linkages for Gigi and Zayn:

Yin and Yang Linkages 2

The Yin and Yang Linkage is a forever Sexual Linkage – it is lifelong whether or not a couple marries.
Though it does not create the overwhelming heat of other Sexual Linkages, it synchronizes the partner's
energies and makes them perfect complements to each other, raising lovemaking to a high art. Despite
the wonderful synergy created by this linkage, by itself it may not be enough of a motivator to push two
people together for the first time. Some couples require one or more “Only Before Marriage” Sexual
Linkages to push them beyond just noticing their attraction and into actually doing something to get
together. Average number of Yin and Yang Linkages: 1. High number of Yin and Yang Linkages: 2+.

Ultimate Sexual Linkages 2

The Ultimate Sexual Linkage can create nearly irresistible attraction. It can compel the two of you to find
some way to get together – even if there are serious obstacles. The chemistry this linkage creates is so
powerful that it can actually blind one or both of you to important facts, or even tempt you to abandon
your values. This is an “Only Before Marriage” Sexual Linkage since it burns out completely and forever
if the two of you marry, BUT it is a lifelong Sexual Linkage if you never marry. After marriage, when an
“Only Before Marriage” Sexual Linkage burns out, the partners wonder – WHAT HAPPENED? They
may even begin to unfairly blame each other for the loss of attraction. This linkage can be a sign of a
super-hot affair – in the absence of multiple Soulmate Geometries and/or Soulmate Linkages it can
indicate a relationship that will not last. The hottest Sexual Linkages really are a double-edged sword.
They are the most exciting while they last, but when they're gone, they're gone, and unless you have
forever Sexual Linkages you can be left with no sexual attraction at all. The Ultimate Sexual Linkage
and other “Only Before Marriage” Sexual Linkages are the most commonly found linkages in
extramarital affairs. Average number of Ultimate Sexual Linkages: 0. High number of Ultimate Sexual
Linkages: 1+.

Primal Sexual Linkages 1

The Primal Sexual Linkage is the most impersonal of all sexual linkages. It is more based upon “you’re
hot, I’m hot, and here we are” rather than any deep appreciation or affection for each other. This is not a
barrier to true love if you also have Soulmate Geometries, Soulmate Linkages and/or Cinderella
Linkages – it would be just a fun and hot connection as long as you never marry. This is an “Only Before
Marriage”” Sexual Linkage since it burns out completely and forever if the two of you marry, but it is a
lifelong Sexual Linkage if you never marry. After marriage, when an “Only Before Marriage” Sexual
Linkage burns out, the partners wonder – WHAT HAPPENED? They may even begin to unfairly blame
each other for the loss of attraction. Average number of Primal Sexual Linkages: 0. High number of
Primal Sexual Linkages: 1+.

Lifelong Lovers Linkages 2
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Some couples with the Lifelong Lovers Linkage will have a lifelong affair, even including children, but
never marry. Average number of Lifelong Lovers Linkages: 1-2. High number of Lifelong Lovers
Linkages: 3+.

   Your Sexual Potentials

  WEAKEST STRONGEST  

 Sexual Heat

 Sexual Harmony

 Forever Attraction

2 4 6 8 10

Sexual Potential scores are derived from complex formulas and are scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being
best or strongest.

Your Sexual Heat Potential above is strictly based on astrological factors, but other factors also strongly
affect your perceived Sexual Heat. Being each other’s physical type counts a lot. If you are strongly
attracted, then your Sexual Heat will seem higher than your score here. Sexual Heat will seem lower to
a person who isn’t attracted. Sexual Heat is also impacted by hormones, so factor in your time of life as
well.
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   Compatibility vs. Clash Potentials

Compatibility creates the easy, free-flowing, naturally harmonious relationship most people want to be
in. Compatibility builds happiness and security. Compatible, happy relationships give more than they
take and help to make every part of your life better. I disagree with John Lennon – Love is NOT all you
need. While almost everyone wants the basis of their relationship to be true love and soulmate potential,
it is compatibility more than anything else that creates the ability to be happy and content together over
time. For a relationship to work over the long haul, you must have true love AND the absence of, or at
least the ability to work with, toxic clashes. Many toxic clashes can create too much drama and misery
and drain your energy for other things. If you have too many days of “trying to work on it,” and not
enough days of easy, relaxed harmony, the relationship probably isn’t very beneficial for you.

But…. don’t panic when you read about the clashes in this relationship! EVERY relationship has some.
The questions are: How Many? And How Bad? Not all Clashes are or need to be deal-breakers. As long
as there are not an unusually high number of Clashes overall, most Clashes can be worked with.

Compatibility Linkages 21

Compatibility Linkages are formed between easy-flowing planets like Jupiter, Neptune, Chiron and
Vesta. Compatibility Linkages create friendship, enjoyable companionship, trust, and ease of being
together. Even when a couple is truly in love, it is compatibility which will often determine the long-term
happiness and peace of the relationship, especially over the years. Average number of Compatibility
Linkages: 12-14. High number of Compatibility Linkages: 20+.

Forgiveness Linkages 8

Forgiveness Linkages include gentle and empathetic planets like Vesta, Neptune and Chiron.
Forgiveness Linkages are important in assessing long-term compatibility because they help a couple to
work past difficulties, conflicts and challenges in their relationship. These linkages help a couple to let
bygones be bygones and help to prevent a buildup of resentment and toxic anger. Even when damage
is done to the relationship, couples with Forgiveness Linkages are usually able to repair and renew the
relationship without lasting problems. Average number of Forgiveness Linkages: 5-6. High number of
Forgiveness Linkages: 10+.

Communication Linkages 14

Communication Linkages include linkages with Mercury and Pallas. Communication Linkages create
ease of communication, the ability to share ideas and enjoyment in talking together. Some
Communication Linkages also indicate a shared sense of humor.  Average number of Communication
Linkages: 10. High number of Communication Linkages: 15+.
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Shared Humor Linkages 4

Couples with the Shared Humor Linkage "get" each other’s sense of humor and usually enjoy their
verbal repartee. It is a wonderful linkage to have which can create lots of fun when you are together.
Average number of Shared Humor Linkages: 1-2. High number of Shared Humor Linkages: 3+.

Communication Clashes 6

Communication Clashes include clashes with Mercury and Pallas. Communication Clashes create
barriers and difficulties in communication and understanding. One person may feel the other person is
trying to control their thinking or self-expression, or isn't open to their ideas. Or, one partner may feel
that the other "just doesn't get it" or is trying to "shut them down." Though quite common, these clashes
diminish pleasure in the exchange of information and ideas and can even make routine and necessary
communication aggravating at times. Average number of Communication Clashes: 5. High number of
Communication Clashes: 8+.

Important Compatibility Clashes for Gigi and Zayn:

Each significant clash explained below will also include suggestions for the best strategies for working
with it. The Control person in each clash will be indicated if this is significant. One or both of you may be
the Control person in each group of clashes. It is typically the Control person who exerts the greatest
control in this clash, and who has the greatest ability to prevent the clash from becoming an issue, or
even a deal-breaker.

Total Nuclear Clashes 3

Gigi is the Control person in 1

Zayn is the Control person in 2

Nuclear Clashes include Jupiter clashes with Saturn. Nuclear Clashes represent major differences
between the couple that can never be resolved. Often these differences are in fundamental areas that
are integral to the way each person lives their lives. Couples with numerous Nuclear Clashes often don't
stay together for long – these key differences just don't let the relationship take root and grow. The only
strategy for managing Nuclear Clashes is to “agree to disagree,” to “live and let live,” and to make some
space in your life for experiences and self-expression you can’t share with your partner. Neither of you
will EVER be able to convert the other, though the Control person has the hardest time accepting this.
When there are a high number of Nuclear Clashes, you need to be sure that the good in the relationship
is wonderful enough to compensate you for the compromises and adjustments you will need to make to
stay together. The number of Nuclear Clashes does not indicate the number of differences between
you, but the more Nuclear Clashes there are, the more difficult the differences which do exist will be to
accept and work with. The Nuclear Clash is one of the most serious of all clashes, and high numbers of
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Nuclear Clashes can often be relationship deal-breakers. Average number of Nuclear Clashes: 0-2.
High number of Nuclear Clashes: 3+.

Famous Couples with Nuclear Clashes

Friction Clashes 2

The Friction Clash includes clashes of various planets with Mars. Friction Clashes make it easy to rub
each other the wrong way. You may bring out the worst in each other without meaning to. To overcome
these clashes you will need many positive linkages and the ability to give each other the benefit of the
doubt in terms of your motivations. Be tolerant rather than thin-skinned with each other, and be patient
with the times when you may not “like” each other very much. Do your best not to engage in fruitless
fighting. Though irritating, Friction Clashes do not need to ruin your relationship. Average number of
Friction Clashes: 1-2. High number of Friction Clashes: 3+.

Total Confusion Clashes 1

Gigi is the Control person in 0

Zayn is the Control person in 1

The Confusion Clash includes the Saturn/Jupiter Midpoint. In Confusion Clashes, the Control
person can seem to be mysterious or unfathomable to the other person, even if the Control
person isn’t trying to behave like this. Confusion clashes can be very frustrating to the
non-Control person, and they often think that if they just try harder they will be able to
understand the Control person and the relationship fully. The Confusion Clash is not about who
you are as people, just about how you will likely react to each other. This clash is most difficult
with this combination: 1.the Control person is not genuinely in love with the other person or is
someone who naturally withholds feelings or information, AND 2. the other person is someone
who needs lots of security and validation and who tends toward obsessive thinking. The best
way to work with this clash is for the Control person to do their best to help the other person
understand them and understand the relationship, and for the other person to just accept that
they may never have the relief of feeling entirely secure and “understanding everything.”
Though not a comfortable clash, this clash doesn’t need to be a deal-breaker. Average number
of Confusion Clashes: 1. High number of Confusion Clashes: 2+.

Total Hurt Feelings Clashes 4

Gigi is the Control person in 3

Zayn is the Control person in 1

Hurt Feelings Clashes include Saturn and certain Saturn Midpoints. This difficult clash creates
real compatibility challenges. Over time, the Control person may build up resentments toward
the other person. Then, the Control person may say things which aren’t consciously intended to
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hurt the other person but do, often deeply. What can hurt even more is the reluctance or
downright refusal of the Control person to apologize. With this clash, the Control person
believes that since no harm was consciously intended, no harm was done, and that the other
person is simply being oversensitive. Strategies for dealing with this clash: 1. The Control
person must learn to acknowledge and constructively release resentments toward the other
person. 2. The Control person must learn to apologize for the results of their comments and try
to avoid saying similar things in the future, and 3. the other person must try to let such
comments go by without taking them too personally or taking them in too deeply. If not
managed with care by both partners, Hurt Feelings Clashes, especially high numbers of Hurt
Feelings Clashes, can become deal-breakers. Average number of Hurt Feelings Clashes: 3.
High number of Hurt Feelings Clashes: 5+.

Total Withholding Clashes 2

Gigi is the Control person in 2

Zayn is the Control person in 0

Withholding Clashes include Saturn and certain Saturn Midpoints. The Control person in the
Withholding Clash often finds things wrong with the other person and can be critical, cold, or
withholding of affection. The other person often pursues more love, warmth and validation from
the Control person, but this only seems to drive the Control person further away. The Control
person in this clash needs to learn to be more affectionate and complementary to the other
person to make this relationship more rewarding. The other person needs to accept that the
Control person may never give them quite as much validation and affection as they might hope
for and they must learn to be satisfied with what they do get. With effective understanding, this
clash need not be a deal-breaker. Average number of Withholding Clashes: 3. High number of
Withholding Clashes: 5+.

Napalm Clashes 4

Napalm Clashes include some form of Saturn and Mars getting toxic together. All couples experience
discord and conflict, but Napalm Clashes make it very difficult for couples with these clashes to manage
disagreements without damaging the relationship. The more Napalm Clashes a couple has, the harder it
is for the couple to be able to resolve issues constructively. Numerous Napalm Clashes give each
partner a tendency toward a “take no prisoners” attitude. Typically neither partner is willing to back
down, and things can be said in the heat of an argument which are impossible to “un-say.” Both partners
seem willing to escalate the battle indefinitely rather than capitulate or seek compromise. Napalm
Clashes can also create ice instead of fire. Depending on the individuals, couples with a high number of
Napalm Clashes might freeze each other out instead of having heated arguments. It is critical that a
couple with a high number of Napalm Clashes learn healthy ways to compromise and resolve
differences. They must learn to recognize when they are ramping up to do battle or withdrawing into the
frozen zone, and instead de-escalate (or warm back up) and put the matter aside until they have calmed
down and the matter can be resolved in a constructive way. Otherwise, numerous Napalm Clashes can
ultimately poison a relationship. Average number of Napalm Clashes: 3-4. High number of Napalm
Clashes: 5+.
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Power Struggle Clashes 6

Power Struggle Clashes reflect head-butting between the most muscular planets such as Saturn, Pluto
and Sedna. Power Struggle Clashes can resemble the old Godzilla movies – two fearsome monsters
battling each other and destroying the city, while all the tiny people try to run away and hide. Couples
with a high number of Power Struggle Clashes are likely to dig in their heels and refuse to budge
whenever there is a difference of opinion, big or small. They tend to get caught up in “being right,” and
winning becomes the most important thing. When a couple has a high number of these clashes,
partners may not even take a moment to determine what might really be the best thing for everyone, or
if their difference of opinion even matters. When the partners learn to detach from the need to win, and
simply assess matters in terms of creating win-win outcomes, these clashes can be manageable.
Average number of Power Struggle Clashes: 7. High number of Power Struggle Clashes: 10+.

Total Ball and Chain Clashes 4

Gigi is the Control person in 4

Zayn is the Control person in 0

The Ball and Chain Clash includes Saturn too. This is a common clash. The Ball and Chain
Clash is like the Ball and Chain Linkage, but stronger and potentially more toxic. Instead of just
seeming like a “wet blanket” or “party-pooper,” the Control person may at times seem like a
totalitarian dictator who insists on being obeyed. In addition, the Control person may demand
inordinate amounts of time and attention from the other person, leaving them feeling constantly
depleted. As a clash, this is much harder to work with than as a linkage.  The Control person
must be reasonable in terms of what they expect from the other person, allowing the other
person to have their own life and interests. The other person must be able to say “no” nicely
when the Control person’s demands are too great. Both people must always remember that for
a relationship to be sustainable, the energy exchange between you must balance itself out over
time. Average number of Ball and Chain Clashes: 3. High number of Ball and Chain Clashes:
5+.

Bad Influence Clashes 4

Bad Influence Clashes include reality-distorting planets such as Saturn and Juno leading each other
astray. They are not uncommon. The Control person has a strong influence over the other person, often
to their mutual detriment. Somehow partners with this clash can often lead each other into poor
decisions. This clash is not a deal-breaker, but couples with several of these clashes must be extra
cautious, take care to investigate potential courses of action carefully, and to make prudent and wise
choices. Average number of Bad Influence Clashes: 3. High number of Bad Influence Clashes: 4+.

Total Anxiety Clashes 3

Gigi is the Control person in 0
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Zayn is the Control person in 3

Anxiety clashes include the worry asteroid Sappho. With the Anxiety Clash, the Control person
may trigger the other person’s fears or worries, unexpectedly and sometimes abruptly. If the
Control person is aware of this possibility, they can do much to avoid doing this most of the
time. The Anxiety Clash is not a terrible clash unless the non-Control person is highly subject to
anxiety or panic. If anxiety or panic is a problem for the non-Control person, this can be a highly
unsettling clash for the couple to deal with. The more the non-Control person is able to resolve
their issues of anxiety through personal growth and healing work, the less this clash will be a
problem. When their anxiety does get triggered, the non-Control person should remind
themselves that this is still an unhealed personal issue within themselves, and that this is not
the fault of the Control person. Average number of Anxiety Clashes: 2. High number of Anxiety
Clashes: 4+.

Again, clashes are no one’s fault – they don’t mean that either of you is to blame or that either
of you is a bad person. All clashes impact your relationship, but not all clashes are
relationship-destroyers. Genuine love, caring, and awareness on both people’s parts can do
much to help a couple deal with their clashes constructively and enjoy a lasting, happy
relationship.

   Your Compatibility vs Clash Potentials

  WEAKEST STRONGEST  

 Companionship

 Communication

 Conflict Resolution

 Repair Ability

 Overall Clash Severity*

2 4 6 8 10

About these Potentials:

Companionship – The overall ease and enjoyment in spending time together.

Communication – Your overall ability to understand each other.

Conflict Resolution – Your ability to work out problems constructively as they arise.

Repair Ability – Your ability to put things back together if something damages your relationship.

Overall Clash Severity – The total number of the most significant clashes.
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Companionship, Communication, Conflict Resolution, and Repair Ability Potentials scores are derived
from complex formulas and are scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being best or strongest.

*The Overall Clash Severity score is the opposite – this potential is scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being
WORST.
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   Loyalty, Trust and Benevolence Potentials

Loyalty and Trust Linkages and Clashes and Benevolence Linkages are some of the indicators of the
amount of wholesomeness and selflessness possible in your relationship.

Loyalty and Trust Linkages 5

Loyalty and Trust Linkages include loyal planets such as Jupiter and Vesta. Loyalty and Trust Linkages
increase the desire to be loyal to each other. They foster trust, even when the relationship is under
stress. Loyalty and Trust Linkages cannot guarantee a particular person's loyalty, since their own innate
tendency toward or away from loyalty is indicated in their birth chart. However these linkages do create
greater desire to be loyal than in the case of no Loyalty Linkages, or in the case of a high number of
Loyalty Clashes. Average number of Loyalty Linkages: 3. High number of Loyalty Linkages: 7+.

Loyalty and Trust Clashes 4

Loyalty and Trust Clashes include clashes between loyal planets such as Vesta, and Saturn or Uranus.
Loyalty and Trust Clashes may decrease the desire to be loyal to each other. They can foster some
distrust and lessen the ability to mend the relationship when it is under stress. Loyalty and Trust
Clashes absolutely WILL NOT make a person disloyal if they have an innate tendency toward loyalty in
their birth chart. However, a high number of these clashes could become problematic if a person has
problems with loyalty indicated in their birth chart. Average number of Loyalty Clashes: 2 or 3. High
number of Loyalty Clashes: 5+.

Total Benevolence Linkages 5

Gigi is the Benevolent person in 4

Zayn is the Benevolent person in 1

Benevolence Linkages include true-blue, helpful Jupiter. One-sided Benevolence Linkages indicate one
person's willingness to help or protect the other person. Benevolence Linkages don’t change the basic
character of the Benevolent person, but they do incline the Benevolent person toward acting with more
generosity and unselfishness toward the other person than they might toward someone else.  Average
number of total Benevolence Linkages: 3. High number of total Benevolence Linkages: 5+. Average
number for being the Benevolent person: 1 to 2. High number for being the Benevolent person: 3+.
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   Your Loyalty, Trust and Benevolence Potentials

  WEAKEST STRONGEST  

 Loyalty and Trust

 Gigi is Benevolent

 Zayn is Benevolent

2 4 6 8 10

Loyalty and Trust and Benevolence Potentials scores are derived from complex formulas and are
scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being best or strongest.
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   Consistency Potentials

Not all relationships, even when serious, remain at a consistent level of intensity and connection. Some
relationships are relatively stable from day-to-day and week-to-week, some vary widely in how close the
relationship feels at any given time. Some people can comfortably go with the flow and be fine with ups
and downs, for others any fluctuations in the relationship can be very triggering and upsetting.

Hot and Cold Linkages and Clashes 6

Hot and Cold Linkages and Clashes include Uranus in most cases. Higher than average numbers of Hot
& Cold Linkages and Clashes indicate relationships which fluctuate in their level of intensity, even when
they are long-lasting and committed, so these fluctuations are not in themselves indicative of problems.
Average number of Hot and Cold Linkages and Clashes: 3. High number Hot and Cold Linkages and
Clashes: 6+.

Total Obsession Linkages 4

Gigi is the Obsessed person* in 1

Zayn is the Obsessed person* in 3

Another type of relationship consistency is obsession. Obsession Linkages include the planetary rulers
of obsession, such as Pluto and Sappho. Obsessions can create consistency in the form of perpetual
intensity. Obsession may be mutual or it may be one-sided. The obsession created by Obsession
Linkages can seem natural if it feels mutual and is comfortable to each person based on their
personality. Obsession Linkages can be highly uncomfortable and stifling if too one-sided or if they
trigger fears in one of the partners.

If a high number of Captivations are also present with Obsession Linkages, the Obsessed person(s)
may not be able to let go even if the relationship is no longer satisfying, or even when the relationship is
over.  More information about the likelihood of pleasant mutual obsession vs. the likelihood of toxic
obsession would be found in the natal charts of the partners. More about Captivations here.

Average number of total Obsession Linkages: 2 High number of total Obsession Linkages: 5+. Average
number for being the Obsessed person: 1 to 2. High number for being the Obsessed person: 4+.
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   Your Consistency Potentials

  WEAKEST STRONGEST  

 Consistency

 Obsession* for Gigi

 Obsession* for Zayn

2 4 6 8 10

Consistency Potential is scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being best or strongest.

Obsession Potential is scored on a scale of 1-10, 10 being the highest potential for obsession.

*Even if you are the Obsessed person in one or more linkages or have a high score for Obsession
Potential, HOW obsessed you become will depend on the rest of the linkages and clashes in the
relationship + your individual tendency toward obsession.
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   Longevity Potentials

Not every relationship is built to last forever. There are a number of astrological factors which can
lengthen or shorten your relationship besides the amount of love and attraction and the number and
intensity of significant clashes. In addition, there are many outside factors besides these scores which
can lengthen or shorten a relationship, such as each person’s ability to commit and remain committed
despite challenges, each person’s ability to sustain a healthy relationship, meeting each other at the
right time in your lives, how far apart you live and how often you see each other, whether you marry,
whether you have children together, and more. What this section does is indicate the natural tendency
of your association with each other to be long-lasting, of medium length, or brief.

One of the significant factors affecting the longevity of your relationship is Captivations. Captivations
create attachment, but this attachment can be happy and healthy, or can be miserable and
crazy-making. Captivations indicate a hold or bond, and they function like glue to hold people together.

Captivations can create incredibly powerful attachments but they do not indicate soulmate potential or
the potential for happiness together. Captivations can be a very good thing if you truly love each other
(indicated by Soulmate Geometry, Soulmate Linkages and/or Cinderella Linkages) if you are good for
each other, AND if the number of Captivations is relatively balanced between you. If so, Captivations
can be good: they can help hold your relationship together during difficult times. Captivations can be
very bad if they hold a bad relationship together, and can even in extreme cases have highly negative
results. Captivations are factored in to your Longevity Potential scores in this section. More about
Captivations in the next section: Balance of Power and Control.

Longevity Linkages 10

Longevity Linkages and Clashes are 2 of the factors which help to define whether the relationship will be
long-lasting or short. Longevity Linkages include forever Neptune. Longevity Linkages prolong
relationships and Longevity Clashes shorten them. Average number of Longevity Linkages: 3. High
number of Longevity Linkages: 6+.

Longevity Clashes 1

Longevity Clashes include certain clashes with Neptune or Uranus. Average number of Longevity
Clashes: 0 or 1. High number of Longevity Clashes: 3+

Fling Linkages or Clashes 5

In the absence of Soulmate Geometries or Linkages, a high number of Fling Linkages and/or Clashes
indicate the likelihood of a short-term relationship. Fling Linkages and Clashes include changeable
planets such as Uranus or Juno. If you have Soulmate Geometries or Linkages, you may still marry, but
if you also have a high number of Fling Linkages or Clashes your marriage may not last forever unless
you marry on a perfect or near-perfect day.  Average number of Fling Linkages/Clashes: 3 or 4. High
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number Fling Linkages/Clashes: 7+.

Lifelong Lovers Linkages 2

Lifelong Lovers Linkages include the romantic planets Chiron or Neptune. They indicate that you could
be lovers for life but they do not help you marry unless you also have Soulmate Geometries or
Linkages. Average number of Lifelong Lovers Linkages: 1 to 2. High number of Lifelong Lovers
Linkages: 3+.

   Your Longevity Potentials

  WEAKEST/SHORTEST STRONGEST/LONGEST  

 Attachment for Gigi

 Attachment for Zayn

 Duration

2 4 6 8 10

Attachment and Duration Potentials scores are derived from complex formulas and are scored on a
scale of 1-10, 10 being best or strongest.
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   Balance of Power & Control

Many planetary combinations create Captivations. It is normal for a couple to form numerous
Captivations. As discussed in the Longevity Potential section above, Captivations indicate a hold or
bond, and they function like glue to hold people together. If the total number of Captivations is in the
normal range, this would indicate a relationship with a normal amount of glue holding it together. If the
total number of Captivations is unusually high, this relationship might be very difficult to leave even if it is
unsatisfying or even highly toxic. Your Attachment Potential scores are shown in the Longevity Potential
section immediately above. Your Captivation totals are below.

Captivations also indicate the relative balance of power and control in a relationship. When Captivations
are relatively balanced, the power and control in the relationship is relatively balanced and evenly
shared.  The ratio between the Captivations in which each of you is the Control person is the primary
determinant of the overall balance of power and control in your relationship. The greater the difference
between these two numbers, the more power the Control person has over the other person. This ratio is
really only significant if the ratio is out of balance by 20% or more. A person who has a disproportionate
number of Captivations over the other person would be considered the “Controller” of the relationship,
as most of the power and control is in their hands. If Captivations are more or less in balance, then
neither of you is the Controller.

If you are the Controller in your relationship, you must be very wise and unselfish in dealing with the
other person. The other person probably has an enormous attachment to you, they may feel desperately
that you are “the one” for them, and they may even be obsessed with you if they tend toward obsession
and have numerous obsession linkages with you. If the feelings are not mutual, be kind and gently let
the other person go so they can find someone who can love them mutually. If they are highly
Captivated, it may take time and patience to get them to disengage from the relationship.

If the other person is the Controller in your relationship, they are likely to have significant power over
you. You may believe that you are in love with the Controller and that the Controller is your soulmate –
you may even ignore overwhelming evidence to the contrary. If the Controller doesn't truly love you
and/or treats you badly, PLEASE pay attention to this – don’t rationalize it away. You owe it to yourself
to be honest with yourself and to take good care of yourself. Captivations are only one facet of a
relationship, but they are significant in that they can distort the way you see the relationship. If you are in
a relationship that has your family and close friends baffled, or if you suspect the relationship isn't good
for you, please reassess things in the light of this information and take whatever action is necessary for
your survival and well-being. You deserve true mutual love and happiness, and you can only find it
when you are not trying to “make it work” with someone who is truly bad for you.

Another potential issue with an imbalance of power is this: The Controller often has the ability to drain
the other person energetically. It’s almost as it the Controller can just plug in and recharge their own
batteries from the other person’s energy any time they want. So, being in a relationship with someone
who is your Controller can be, on top of other things, very emotionally and even physically draining.
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Emotional Captivations are formed when Captivations are combined with Romantic Linkages and
Obsession Linkages in certain proportions. Emotional Captivations introduce an added emotional
element or added vulnerability.

Sexual Captivations are formed when Captivations are combined with “Only Before Marriage” Sexual
Linkages and Obsession Linkages in certain proportions. Sexual Captivations create extreme sexual
intensity and can even create destructive obsessions.

Total Captivations 57

Gigi is the Control person in 33

Zayn is the Control person in 24

Average number of total Captivations: 50. High number of total Captivations: 59+.
Average number for being the Control person: 25. High number for being the Control person:
32+.

   Your Power and Control Potentials

  WEAKEST STRONGEST  

 Total Captivations

 Gigi is the Control person

 Zayn is the Control person

2 4 6 8 10

Power and Control scores are based on actual number of Captivations and are scored on a scale of
1-10, 10 being strongest.

Famous Couples with Captivations

More About Captivations
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   Financial Potentials

Money isn’t everything, but a little money can make life much less stressful and much more fun.
Relationships can vary widely in their ability to be helpful financially. The most significant indicators of
Financial Potential are Golden Success Linkages, Financial Clashes, and Business Heartbreak
Clashes.

Golden Linkages 10

Golden Linkages include combinations of financial planets, in some cases including Jupiter. Golden
Linkages indicate if a couple can make money together. The more Golden Linkages, the more money
they can make together – however this could be limited by Financial or other serious clashes. Average
number of Golden Linkages: 12. High number of Golden Linkages: 16+.

Total Financial Clashes 15

Gigi is the Control person in 12

Zayn is the Control person in 3

Financial Clashes include clashes between financial planets and Saturn or Saturn Midpoints. Financial
Clashes are very common and it’s not at all unusual for a couple to have more Financial Clashes than
they have Golden Linkages. It is important to know how many Financial Clashes there are in which each
of you is the Control person. It is typically the Control person who exerts the greatest control in a clash,
and who has the greatest ability to prevent the clash from becoming a problem.

Average number of total Financial Clashes: 16. High number of total Financial Clashes: 19+.

Average number for being the Control person: 7. High number for being the Control person: 10+.
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Total Business Heartbreak Clashes 1

Gigi is the Control person in 1

Zayn is the Control person in 0

Business Heartbreak Clashes include Saturn and Saturn Midpoints. Business Heartbreak Clashes are
less common and more severe than Financial Clashes. It is important to know how many Business
Heartbreak Clashes there are in which each of you is the Control person. It is typically the Control
person who exerts the greatest control in a clash, and who has the greatest ability to prevent the clash
from becoming a problem.

Average number of total Business Heartbreak Clashes: 3. High number of total Business Heartbreak
Clashes: 4+. Average number for being the Control person: 1-2. High number for being the Control
person: 3+.

   Your Financial Potentials

  WEAKEST STRONGEST  

 Financial Potential for Gigi

 Financial Potential for Zayn

2 4 6 8 10

Financial Potential scores are derived from complex formulas and are scored on a scale of 1-10, 10
being best or strongest.

If you have a poor financial potential with this person, then use great care in joint financial decisions and
be proactive in protecting your assets.
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   Heartbreak Potentials

Heartbreak Clashes include clashes between Saturn and Chiron in various forms. Heartbreak Clashes
are extremely common. In each Heartbreak Clash, the Heartbreaker is the likely person to break the
other person’s heart, though Heartbreak Clashes do occasionally work in reverse. Heartbreak Clashes
are insidious – they begin with powerful attraction and bind a couple strongly, especially the person
most likely to get their heart broken. It makes sense that Heartbreak Clashes work this way – if they
didn’t draw you in in the first place, your heart couldn’t get broken.

High numbers of these clashes can hold a couple together, sometimes for years, before these clashes
ultimately break one or both of their hearts. Sometimes there are many, smaller heartbreaks along the
way. This seems to happen even when the couple truly loves each other and the Heartbreaker is a good
person and has no intention of doing harm.

It is possible that each person can be the Heartbreaker in one or more Heartbreak Clashes too. The
more Heartbreak Clashes a couple has, the more likely the relationship will end in heartbreak.
Heartbreak Clashes do not indicate which person has more control in the relationship or which person
might be pushing the other away with their behavior. They only indicate each person’s potential for
heartbreak in the relationship or during a breakup.

High numbers of Heartbreak Clashes usually end up being a deal-breaker in most relationships, even if
the relationship lasts months or even years before it ends with a broken heart or hearts. However, a low
to average number of Heartbreak Clashes be overcome IF a couple has multiple Soulmate Geometries
or Linkages AND they marry on a perfect or near-perfect wedding date. More

Total Heartbreak Clashes 8

Gigi is the Heartbreaker in 6

Zayn is the Heartbreaker in 2

Average number of total Heartbreak Clashes: 1 or 2. High number of total Heartbreak Clashes: 5+.
Average number for being the Heartbreaker: 2. High number for being the Heartbreaker: 4+. Heartbreak
clash totals above include Nuclear Heartbreak Clashes described below.
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   Your Heartbreak Potentials

  LEAST STRONGEST  

 Heartbreak Potential for Gigi

 Heartbreak Potential for Zayn

2 4 6 8 10

Heartbreak Potential scores are derived from complex formulas and are scored on a scale of 1-10, 10
the strongest likelihood of heartbreak.

The Heartbreak Potentials above are strictly based on astrological factors, but other factors also affect
your potentials for Heartbreak, and some people have a greater tendency toward heartbreak than
others. If you a history of abandonment, you may become highly vulnerable to, and form powerful
attachments to, many of the people you date - regardless of their Linkages and Clashes with you. In this
case, you may experience many or most breakups as a heartbreak, EVEN IF the person was never your
soulmate, and EVEN IF you don’t have a high Heartbreak Potential with the person.

Always remember that clashes are no one’s fault – they are just the natural result of combining the
unique energies found in two people’s birth charts. Clashes don’t mean that either of you is to blame or
that either of you is a bad person. All clashes impact the relationship, but not all clashes are
deal-breakers. Genuine love and caring + awareness on both people’s parts can do much to help a
couple deal with their clashes constructively and enjoy a lasting, happy relationship.

Famous Couples with Heartbreak Clashes
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   Potential Scores Summary

Love Potential Compatibility Potential
 Weak Strong  Weak Strong 
 True Love  Companionship 
 Romance  Communication 
 Infatuation  Conflict Resolution 
 Soulmate Potential for Gigi  Repair Ability 
 Soulmate Potential for Zayn  Overall Clash Severity* 

2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10
Love Score Details Compatibility Score Details

Sexual Potential Consistency Potential
 Weak Strong  Weak Strong 
 Heat  Consistency 
 Harmony  Obsession* for Gigi 
 Forever Attraction  Obsession* for Zayn 

2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10
Sexual Score Details Consistency Score Details

Loyalty & Benevolence Potential Longevity Potential
 Weak Strong  Weak/Short Strong/Long 
 Loyalty and Trust  Attachment for Gigi 
 Gigi is Benevolent  Attachment for Zayn 
 Zayn is Benevolent  Duration 

2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10

Loyalty-Trust-Benevolence Score Details Longevity Score Details

Balance of Power and Control Financial Potential
 Weak Strong  Weak Strong 
 Gigi is the Control person  Financial Potential for Gigi 
 Zayn is the Control person  Financial Potential for Zayn 

2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10

Power & Control Score Details Financial Score Details

Heartbreak Potential
 Least Strong   
 Heartbreak Potential for Gigi  
 Heartbreak Potential for Zayn  

2 4 6 8 10

Heartbreak Score Details
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   Your Likely Scenarios

So how is this relationship likely to play out?  Various possible relationship scenarios are listed below. 
The most likely scenarios for your relationship are marked with a checkmark at left – more than
one scenario may apply.

 Goes nowhere, no real interest  Sex Buddies

 Short-term lovers ✓  Longer-term lovers

 Brief, tumultuous relationship ✓  On Again - Off Again

✓  Friends and Lovers ✓  True Love

 Potential Soulmate for Gigi ✓  Potential Soulmate for Zayn
  More   More

 Having it all  "Heaven and Hell"
  More

✓  Marriage Potential ✓  Rocky or Long Road to Marriage
  More   More

 Heartbreak for Gigi ✓  Heartbreak for Zayn

✓  Power Imbalance  Power Imbalance
 Gigi is the Controller  Zayn is the Controller

 Gigi can't seem to let go ✓  Zayn can't seem to let go
  More   More

✓  Emotional Captivation ✓  Sexual Captivation
  More   More
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Remember that there is no absolute certain destiny for any person or relationship - every person in a
situation has the free will to influence the outcome. Miracles can always happen, but you are able to
make the most informed decisions when you know the ODDS.

Though the odds are that your relationship is most likely to play out as described above, what actually
happens will also be affected by the types of relationships each of you tend to form. Remember too that
you both have the free will to create a different outcome.

About Marriage:  It is easy to predict marriage potential – the likelihood a couple could marry.
However, it’s impossible to predict marriage as an actual event due to the free will choice all people
have. Whether or not there is marriage potential, there are a nearly infinite number of other factors
which also contribute to a couple’s choice of whether or not to actually marry. These factors include
each person’s ability to commit, meeting each other at the right time in their lives, age suitability, family
considerations, financial considerations, unplanned pregnancy, and much more.  Your marriage score
ONLY represent the marriage POTENTIAL between you: how strong the likelihood is that marriage
COULD happen – not whether or not marriage WILL happen.

Note: A perfect or near-perfect Magical Wedding Date can offset many relationship
challenges. Conversely, a Heartbreak wedding date or otherwise poor wedding date can
create challenges in compatibility, careers, finances, and more. Learn more
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   Magi Helena's Recommendations

You may or may not have read what you hoped to read in this report. If you didn’t get the answer you
hoped for, I am sorry! It would be unethical to paint a falsely romantic picture which would get your
hopes up, only to have you get horribly hurt and disappointed later.  Honesty is my policy, and that really
does serve you best. You can only make a good decision based on the facts. I have spent many years
doing compatibility readings for thousands of couples, and I long ago lost count of the number of times I
have heard something like this: “… you were absolutely right – it happened just the way you predicted...”
 My recommendations to you are based on this long experience.

What should you do?

Some of my recommendations are for everyone, some are specific depending on the likely outcome of
your relationship based on this report. You of course, get to make a free will decision of whether or not
to take this advice. I send you love, and my hope for your lasting happiness whatever you decide.

What are your long-term goals?

Clarify your long-term goals in your mind. Regardless of whether this report looks favorable or not, and
ask yourself this: Does this relationship help move me toward my goals? If it does not, you may want to
re-think your involvement.

Factor in your time of life:

If you are very young –

Shoot for the stars! You have YEARS to meet THE ONE who can help you fulfill all of your dreams.
Don’t be in a rush to settle for someone who isn’t really what you want, just because he or she is here
right now.

If your biological clock is ticking loudly and you want children –

Don’t waste your precious time on a relationship going nowhere. If the overall relationship outlook is
very poor, if the other person isn’t serious about you, or if they don’t want children, move on while there
is still time. Also, don’t waste time in a highly tumultuous relationship or in a relationship with someone
who wouldn’t be a good parent. The birth of a child doesn’t transform people into saints. Even if you
both truly love your kids and are devoted to them, kids don’t change your basic dynamics as a couple.
Children add shared joy to your relationship, but they also add stress. Being in a dramatic, rollercoaster
relationship is a choice when you are single. It’s a tragedy when children are involved.
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If you are mature –

The simple fact is that you just don’t have as many years left to meet THE ONE as you once did, so be
realistic and practical in evaluating your relationship. Chances are that your relationship “wish list” has
changed anyway as you’ve matured. No one is perfect and no relationship is perfect. If this is “as good
as it gets,” relax, enjoy, and focus on the glass being half-full. If you are happy enough, let that BE
enough. However, age is never an excuse to accept mistreatment or being acutely unhappy. If you are
miserable, bless and release the other person and start over. It’s never too late, but remember that
anyone new you meet will come with their own baggage too.

If True Love and Marriage are a real possibility:

DON’T GO CRAZY! If there is real True Love potential – RELAX. Stay cool and LET it happen. Don’t put
your life on hold – stay busy and involved with your own life. Love and commitment blossom gradually
over time – you can’t fast-forward it no matter how much you’d like to skip the “uncertainty” phase. Don’t
get too excited and aggressive and scare the person away – IT HAS HAPPENED.

Even if there is a high potential for True Love, there are still things beyond anyone’s ability to control or
predict which could happen to prevent this particular relationship from working out. If things don’t work
out, don’t panic. There are many potential Soulmates out there for EVERYONE. No one is destined to
be alone forever! Work through your disappointment and get back out there when your stars are right.
Find out YOUR days to meet your Soulmate with the Instant Personal Love Calendar.

If your Love-Stars Report is very mixed with lots of good and lots of bad:

Relationships with high True Love and Soulmate Potentials which ALSO have a high number of severe
clashes can be incredibly painful and confusing. People with these combinations feel like they can’t live
with each other AND can’t live without each other. These tumultuous, rollercoaster relationships really
are both “Heaven and Hell.” Couples in these relationships often split and reunite many times before
finally walking away from each other forever. The Heaven keeps pulling you back in, but the Hell
inevitably drives you apart again. These relationships are a package deal – the bad comes with the
good – you can’t have one without the other. There ARE relationships with ALL the good and MUCH
less bad out there if you meet new people during your Cinderella Cycles.
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If your Love-Stars Report doesn’t look favorable at all:

Think about what you really want for yourself. If this relationship is unlikely to give it to you, don’t spend
too much time and energy trying to “make it work.” There are an infinite number of fish in the sea. The
problem with spending time in a dead-end relationship is that this keeps you from meeting someone
better, who is ready and able to love you for you. Don’t waste time on a relationship going nowhere.

If you are already married to this person:

The linkages and clashes discussed in this report are POTENTIALS. All of these are dramatically
impacted by the quality of your wedding date. A super-favorable wedding date makes love,
compatibility, loyalty, longevity and financial potentials much better. Unfavorable wedding dates (which
unfortunately includes most dates which are not Magical Wedding Dates) make everything worse,
sometimes much worse. If your marriage isn’t living up to your relationship potentials, it is likely your
wedding date is at fault. If you are already married and not enjoying a "Happy and Successful Ever
After" Magical Marriage, renew your vows on a Magical date: Learn more

If you still aren’t sure what to do, get more info to help you decide:

   Want to know more?

There are 3 key elements in relationship analysis:

1. Understand the couple together

You now have your Love-Stars Complete Relationship Report. Still have questions?
Schedule an in-depth Relationship Reading with Magi Helena:

In-Depth One Hour Session

Get $25 off a regularly-priced 1-hour session - use coupon code: INDEPTH25
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2. Understand the Ruling Relationship Chart

The Ruling Chart of your relationship is a crucial key to the relationship's potential- it can
dramatically influence happiness or heartbreak, success or failure and help determine if the
couple will move on to the next stage of their relationship.

Ruling Chart Report

Get $5 off - use coupon code: SAVE5

3. Understand your Partner

Your compatibility report will NOT change the other person’s character. People will still behave
according to their nature. It is entirely possible to have great relationship linkages with a
sociopath, so it’s also critical to know WHO you are dealing with.

Who is your partner?  What does he/she want and need? Is he/she able to commit?  A good
person? Loving and affectionate?  Honest and Ethical?  Earning potential?  What is she/he like
sexually? Only after money?  A user?  A player?  A heartbreaker?

More Info

Schedule a Session with Magi Helena:

In-Depth One Hour Session

Get $25 off a regularly-priced 1-hour session - use coupon code: INDEPTH25
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   Ready to start over, or want to know your best timing for love?

Get an Instant Personal Love Calendar

Find out YOUR days to meet your Soulmate, when you can only meet a heartbreaker, the best
and worst days to push for commitment, and more.

Personal Love Astrology Calendars

SAVE 20%! Use coupon code: STAR-TIMERLOVE20

   If this is IT - Get a Magical Wedding Date

A Magical date = "Happy & Successful Ever After"

Magical Wedding Date

Learn More
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Also check out my books
for Kindle on Amazon.com:

Get the free Kindle app for
most smartphones, tablets
and computers here

   Astro-Data

Gigi Hadid Zayn Malik
23 April 1995 12 January 1993
Time unknown Time unknown

*Moon is not used for any person whose birth time or birth place is unknown.

   Scenario Metrics

The formula metrics for each likely outcome scenario are shown below:

Goes nowhere, no real interest

True Love: Low, Infatuation: Low,  Sexual Heat: Low,  Attachments: Low

Sex Buddies

True Love: Low, Romance: Low, Infatuation: Low,  Sexual Heat: High, Attachments: Low, Duration: Avg.
to High

Short-term lovers

True Love: Low, Infatuation: Avg. to High,  Sexual Heat: Avg. to High, Attachments: Low, Duration: Low

Longer-term lovers

True Love: Any, Infatuation: Avg. to High, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High, Attachments: Any,  Duration: Avg.
to High
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Brief, tumultuous relationship

True Love: Low to Avg., Infatuation: Low to Avg., Sexual Heat: High, Attachments: Low, Duration: Low,
Overall Clash Severity: High

On Again – Off Again

Several formula variations create this scenario: True Love: Varies, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High,
Attachments: Vary, Overall Clash Severity: High to Very High

Friends and Lovers

True Love: Avg. to High, Infatuation: Any, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High,  Companionship: Avg. to High,
Communication: Avg. to High, Conflict Resolution: Avg. to Good, Overall Clash Severity: Low to Avg.

True Love

True Love: Avg. to High, Sexual Heat: Any,  Attachments for both: Avg. to High

Potential Soulmate

Soulmate Potential: High

Having it all

True Love: High, Romance: Avg. to High, Soulmate Potentials: Avg. to High, Sexual Heat: High,
Companionship: Avg. to High, Communication: Avg. to High, Conflict Resolution: Good, Overall Clash
Severity: Low to Avg.

“Heaven and Hell”

True Love: Any, Infatuation: Avg. to High, Soulmate Potential: Avg. to High, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High, 
Attachments: Avg. to High, Overall Clash Severity: High

Marriage Potential

The most complex formula of all! Some of the metrics are: True Love: High, Soulmate Potential: Avg. to
High, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High, Attachments: Avg. to High

Rocky or Long Road to Marriage – not easy, but you may get there

True Love: High, Soulmate Potential: Avg. to High, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High, Attachments: Avg. to
High, Either Heartbreak Potential: High

Heartbreak

Soulmate Potential: Avg. to High, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High, Attachment: Avg. to High, Heartbreak
Potential: High

Power Imbalance

Ratio of Captivations is greater than 20%

____ can't seem to let go

Soulmate Potential: Avg. to High, Sexual Heat: Avg. to High, Attachment: Avg. to High, Obsession: High
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Emotional Captivation

Attachments: High, Romance: Avg. to High,  Obsession: Avg. to High

Sexual Captivation

Attachments: High, “Only Before Marriage” Sexual Linkage(s), Obsession: Avg. to High

Wishing you True and Forever Love!

Blessings and Light,

More about Love More about Clashes & Captivations

More about Soulmate Linkages More about Personal Astrology Calendars

More about Sexual Attraction
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